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U.S. CARRIERS

ROBERT MEYERSBURG, Editor

THE CARRIER STAMPS OF THE UNITED STATES
ELLIon PERRY

ROBERT B. MEYERSBURG, EDITOR

PHILADELPHIA
(Continued from Chronicle 117:30)

GROUP D, scon TYPES C31 AND C32 AND PERRY C33

The two handstamps Scott C31 and C32, and a third variety which will be called C33,
are formed of concentric horizontal ovals having between them "U.S.P,O." above and
"DESPATCH" below, separated by a star at each side. "PRE-PAID-ONE CENT" appears
in two lines in the inner oval. On type C3l the outer oval measures 21 x14 mm. and is
surmounted by the head and wings of an eagle (Figure 49). The other two types are larger
about 27x18mm. On type C32 all the inscriptions are in sans serif capitals (Figure 50). On
type C33 "PRE-PAID" is in sans serif type and the otherletters have serifs (Figure 51). The
legend is merely a rearrangement of the inscriptions on the Eagle carrier stamp which was in
use in Philadelphia at about the same period, and has the same meaning, i.e., it indicates
prepayment of a U.S. carrier fee of one cent.

Figure 49. Scott type C31 handstamp. Figure 50. Scott type C32 handstamp.

In the Luff book type C31 is noted in blue and in red, and type C32 in black, blue, and
red. Type C33 has been found in red only. The Scott catalogue agrees with these colors, and
adds a black variety of C31. Although each of these three handstamps evidently was not used
in all three colors, or as a postmark or cancellation or to make adhesive stamps and stamped
envelopes, nevertheless the number of varieties or combinations of type, color and use that
are known is formidable, especially if the colors of paper are also included.

The following periods of use have been noted. They include all the purposes for which
any ofthese handstamps were employed; but, as covers showing these handstamps frequently
have no year dating, any of the three types may have been used earlier, or later, or not
continuously as regards the periods noted here:

C31 - June 4,1852 to May 20,1856.
C32 - February 27, 1852 to August 21, 1860.
C33 - October 23, 1852 to March I, 1853. Also struck as a cancellation on a three cent

postage stamp of 1857-60, and hence used in 1857 or later, as reported by George B. Sloane.
Postmarks that indicated prepayment of ordinary postage in some manner other than by

stamps were employed in many post offices; and, beginning in 1856, several of the carrier
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Figure 51. Perry type C33 handstamp.
Figure 52. New York carrier postmark used to
cancel one cent 1851 stamp which is paying
city delivery carrier fee.

postmarks of New York were struck on stampless letters to show similar prepayment of
carrier fees. A marking put on a letter to show prepayment, either in cash at the time of
mailing or by charge against an account in a post office, may be in writing or may be
handstamped. But to handstamp a marking such as "PAID 3" or "PAID 5 Os" instead of
writing it does not make that handstamped impression a postage stamp of any kind, unless the
envelope or paper on which that marking is impressed is sold as evidence ofprepayment and
is recognized as valid prepayment then or later.

In New York, carrier postmarks including "PAID" and a rate numeral" I" (cent) or
"2" (cents) were regularly employed to cancel the one cent postage stamp when this stamp
was used to prepay a carrier fee (Figure 52). Examples of similar use of the U.S.P.O.
Despatch postmark type C32 on the Eagle carrier (see Figure 46) and on one (Figure 53) and
three cent (Figure 54) postage stamps are illustrated in this chapter, but they are rarely found
and have not been noted on any carrier stamp of type C30. These facts lead to the conclusion
that the original purpose of the type C3l , C32 and C33 handstamps was to mark letters on
which the carrier fee was prepaid other than by stamps.

Figure 53. One cent U.S. postage stamp of 1857-60 (type VI cancelled with black type C32 carrier
oval, on buff envelope to a local address.
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Figure 54. Scott type C32 hand
stamp used as a canceller on the
three cent 1857 postage stamp.

ADHESIVES - SCOTT TYPES C31 AND C32

Handstamps C3l (Figure 55) and C32 (Figure 56) were impressed on the margins cut
from sheets of the one cent postage stamp of 1851 (Plates one late and two) and were affixed
to letters and cancelled. Some of them show part of the plate imprint (Figure 57). If these
impressions constituted documentary evidence of the buyer's right to have a service
performed, either at the time of purchase or at some future date, they are carrier stamps. If
~hey could be taken out of the post office and used later at the buyer's convenience, it is clear
that the buyer was not obtaining a service. Instead, he obtained ownership of tangible
evidence that the carrier department of the Phi ladelphia Post Office was obligated to perform
a service.

,n

Figure 55. Scott type C31 adhesive on a May 26,1851, unpaid letter to Baltimore. The stamp does
not belong on this cover.

When such a "stamp" (or any other official marking) was valid only at the moment of
purchase because it could not be taken from the post office and used whenever the buyer
chose, the governing factor is whether the buyer was purchasing service or was obtaining title
to tangible evidence of the right to have a service performed. Ownership in adhesive labels
such as are being considered here passed constructively to the buyer, whether physical
possession did or not. Therefore these adhesives are carrier stamps.

The fundamental principle which is involved here applies to many cases where it is
desired to determine whether a postal marking is a postmark or a postage stamp. For example,
when a package is sent by express the sender receives a receipt which shows that he has paid
for the service. When a railroad ticket is purchased the buyer obtains the right to have a
service performed, immediately or at any time during which the ticket remains valid. The
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Figure 56. Scott type C32 adhesive with imprint, affixed to local cover bearing one cent 1851
cancelled in black with C32 handstamp.

ticket is the tangible evidence of that right. Similarly, a postage or carrier stamp is tangible
evidence of the right to have a postal or carrier service performed.

Figure 57. Strip of three one
cent 1851 issue (type II) on
piece with adhesive carrier
stamp C32 cut to shape and
showing marginal imprint.

The handstamped adhesives of types C3 I and C32 cost practically nothing to make and
were as suitable for marking prepaid-in-cash letters as were the handstamps from which they
were made. An ample supply of the Eagle carrier stamp evidently was available and no real
necessity for the handstamped adhesives is apparent. A carrier fee could be prepaid in cash at
the carrier window in the post office or by handing it to a letter carrier on his route. A carrier
stamp could be affixed to a letter when the letter reached the post office. It is suggested that
these homemade makeshifts were not sold" over the counter" and taken from the post office
to be used at the convenience of the purchaser, as were the Eagle and the earlier carrier
stamps. They may have expressed a whim of an employee who preferred to stick them on
prepaid-in-cash letters instead of marking the letters directly with one of the carrier
handstamps.

Another possibility has been suggested. Each letter carrier carried a supply of the
handstamped adhesives, and whenever.one or more letters were handed to him on his route,
with cash for the carrier fee, he affixed one of the adhesives to each letter, in the presence of
the sender, to show that he had received payment for the fee which it represented. The
Franklin and Eagle stamps were sold at the carrier department office. The handstamped
adhesives were "issued" by letter carriers on their routes and were used at the time of sale.

But whether or not the manner of use was as has been suggested, the handstamped
impressions that were in use as adhesives are nonetheless U. S. carrier stamps.

In the summer of 1860 the C32 handstamp was used as a cancellation on three cent
postage stamps on mail letters (Figure 58). It is believed that such use indicates prepayment in
cash of the one cent collection fee' 'to the post office for the mails." Consequently, the total
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charge was four cents (three cents postage plus one cent carrier) on single letters, seven cents
(six plus one) on double rate letters, and so on.

Figure 58. August 18,1860. Three cent postage stamp cancelled with the carrier C32 oval in black,
paying postage to Boston. The one cent carrier fee to the Philadelphia Post Office was prepaid in
cash.

(To be continued)
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WANTED: U.S. No. 11 with four margins, on
complete folded letters. Edward McGrath,
223 Ontario St., Apt. 16, 51. Catharines, Onto
L2R 5L2, Canada.

WANTED: The Chronicle, whole numbers 47,
55, 58 and 62 by Classics Society member.
Will pay reasonable but generous price for
excellent condition copy of each. Ronald D.
Mitchell, P.O. Box 25458, Dallas, TX 75225.

Rapkin All Leather Albums - Have 12 with
cloth slipcases for sale. Kesterson, Box 8097,
Cincinnati, OH 45208.

WANTED: Original 1879 envelope. Approx
imately 3%" x 2%" printed to hold 1847 proofs
on thin card. Envelope with pointed flap wan
ted with or without Specimen Proofs. C.C.
Hart, 2700 Verona Rd., Shawnee Mission,
Kan.66208.

OFFICIALSI Free price list and specialist in
formation. Huggins, 700 Greenwood,
Wilmette, IL 60091.

WANTED: books, covers, letters,
newspapers, photos, manuscripts, imprints
and any other paper related to the trans
Missouri West before 1900. Send material or
description for a generous offer. Jack Green
berg, P.O. Box 815, Half Moon Bay, CA 94019.

NEED: VIRGINIA STAMPLESS COVERS. T.
Tobias, 501 N. Rossmore Ave. B-1, Los
Angeles, CA 90004.

SEND for my postal history list; they're free. I
send one out about every six weeks. Duane P.
Ulrich, 6666 E. Broadway, Tucson, Ariz.
85710.

WANTED: All Suffolk County Long Island
postal history, especially Sag Harbor, Long
Island Railroad. Daniel Knowles, 165 Hudson
SI., New York, NY 10013.

FREE INFO explains how you can save time,
money and reduce risks with our auction
agent service. Serious bidders get nationwide
coverage, catalog "search" service, free
monthly auction calendar, private treaty ex
change and competitive rates. Details sent
free. Write today. Purser Associates, Box 110
C, Moody Lane, Danbury, CT 06810. (203)
748-2237 or 748-8508.

Plated 3C 1851's. Several books available for
circuit. write to R. Chipkin, P.O. Box 9191,
Forestville, CT. 06010.

YOUR AD HERE FOR 50C A LINE.
Send payment to: Dale R. Pljlver,
7725 Beaver Creek Dr., Mentor, OH 44060
Next Deadline, June 15.
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